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family sailing and racing performance &t @n
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The International Mirror Class Dinghy
is quite simply the most versatile
sailing dinghy ever produced.
Designed to satisfy both the safety
needs of families and the performance
demands of the club racer, it is
already an extraordinary international
success,

with nearly 70,000 Mirror

Dinghies owned worldwide.

If you

are hoping to introduce the
younger members of your family to
the pleasure of sailing, no other
training dinghy offers comparable
value for money. Indeed, many of
today's most famous yachtsmen
learned to sail with the Mirror. Its
built-in buoyancy tanks and high

stability make it particularly safe for
beginners. Equally important,

Owning a dinghy is the dream of
every sailing enthusiast, but is it really
practical? In the case of the Mirror
Class Dinghy, the answer is a resounding 'yes'. Not only is this boat light
enough to be carried comfortably by
two people and transported on a car
roof-rack but, once in the water, you
can sail it, row it or even motor it.

WHY TTIE MIRROR CLASS
DINGTIY IS A MODERN CLASSIC
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SIMPLICITY
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PERFORMAI/CE - The Mirror is
raced competitively all over the

children always feel secure because
they sit in, rather than on, a Mirror
Class Dinghy.

For more experienced sailors, the
special appeal of the Mirror is that it
is raced competitively at every level.
And whether you choose to race
single-handed or with a crew, use
both sails or just one) you will be
impressed by its performance.
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The Mirror is
remarkably strong, buoyant and
SAFETY

-

The Mirror is the
ideal first dinghy for learners

world
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CONVENIENCE

-

The Mirror is

light enough to be carried by two
people and transported by car
roof-rack or trailer
VERSATILITY - You can row it,
motor it and sail it!

Thirty years after the original ]ack Holt
design, the International Mirror Class
Dinghy remains as popular as ever.
Naturally, refinements have been made
over the years and, as well as the
traditional wooden-hulled dinghy, you
can now also buy a low-maintenance
GRP version. Yet whichever version
you choose, for sheer versatility and
value this modern classic is unlikelv
ever to be surpassed.
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Th,e number one choice
schools and clubs

for sailing
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The GRP (Mark III) version of the
Mirror retains all the characteristics
of the classic Mirror Class Dinghy but
with a major innovation: a superblyengineered foam sandwich construc-

tion which makes it almost
unsinkable, practically indestructible
and virtually maintenance-free.

Not surprisingly, the GRP Mirror has
rapidly gained a reputation as one of
the safest boats on the water, and
sailing schools and clubs * many of
which already regard the traditional
Mirror as the perfect two-man training
dinghy - are increasingly turning to
this low maintenance version.

The economic and safety advantages
to those responsible for fleets are
self-evident. Yet these benefits are

likely to be just

as tempting for the
individual sailing enthusiast, especially
given its elegant styling.

Like its wooden sister the Mark III
conforms to IYRU regulations and
can be set-up for full performance
racing as well as cruising and
training.

A WATERTIGHT CASE FOR THE
MIRROR Mark III
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When you bu.y a Miruor you are getting

more than just good ualue for money: you
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Sruart Childerly
OLYMPIC SAIIOR &
INTERNATIONAL YACIITSMAN
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are entering an international networle of
clubs and entlutsiasfs who organise regular
euents, rallies and race meetings. Indeed, such is the

Minor

Class

Dinghy that there are

populariry of the

class associatioTls responsible

for

running National, European and euen World Champiorxhips.
'

IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS ABOUT THE MIIRROR CTASS DI\GHY,
WOULD LIKE

A

FREE DEMONSTRATION OR SIMPLY WANT TO VISIT OLR \\.ORKSHOR

PLEASE CALL US ON 0116 2340088 AND WE WILL BE PLEASED TO HELP YOL.

Bell also offers a complete after-sales ser..-ice, covering general enquiries about
where to sail your dinghy, right through to fitting out your boat to full race
specification. Our well-equipped chandlen- is open to the public and any'thing that
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DIY oR CRAFTSMAN.BUITT?
Saae money and. experience the

satisfauion of building, your

own Mirrar Dinghy
Take an electric drilI and a couple of

fit the wooden panels together with

other simple tools, set aside three or
four spare weekends, and you can build
a wooden dinghy identical to those
tried, tested, cruised and competitively

copper wire using the ciassic 'stitch
and glue' method devised by Barrv

raced in over 100 countries.

Not only is the Mirror self--build kit
the most economical way lo acquire
an internationally recognised class of
dinghy, but it must also be the most
satisfying. For each Mirror kit contains

Bucknel1. Joints are sealed r,r-ith
fibreglass tape and resin then, if
required, an epoxy coating can be
applied for long-lasting protection.
This prevents the ingress of water and
reduces maintenance to a minimum.
Each kit comes complete with a fu11
suit of sails, sailbag, mast, boom, gaff,
rowlocks, rigging and fittings.

the finest pre-cut wooden parts,
accurately machined to the correct

The end result is a

shape and size, with bulkheads and

dingh1,, endowed

transoms sub-assembled to fit into the
hull. Clear instructions explain hor,r.to

-

saf-e,

comfortable

with great strength
a dinghy you have built vourself.

Or take &duqntqge of our cr&ftsm&nship at a
production-line price
Ii DIf is not vour strong point but
you are sti11 looking fbr economical
sailing, then consider having your
dinghy constructed and finished at
our factory by craftsmen with 50
vears ol- boat-building experience.
Every wooden boat is built using
exactlv the same rechniques
recommended in the selt-assen-rblr-
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kit. Consequently, these ready-made
boats tend to hold their prices well
in the second-hand resale market.
We also offer various options to suit
)rour own specialised needs, from
unpainted hu11s to custom-built
boats of race-rvinning specification
cor-rforming to IYRU rr"rles.
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The Mirror Class Dinghy is a great little al1rounder - designed for the whole family, from
the very youngest sailing enthusiast through to
the very oldest. Equally suitable for training or
racing, it is buoyant, portable and extremely
simple to sail.

Specifications:

Length:
Beam:
weight: hull
complete
Sail

''

area: main
jib

10'L0" (3.30m)

4'7"

(1.40m)

100 lbs (a5.5 kg)
135 lbs (61.a kg)
49 sq
20 sq

ft
ft

(4.64m')
(1.89m')
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TEL, 0116 2531233
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